We can provide efficient packages for all types of projects in an cost effective and compliant way both locally
and internationally. Having worked on some of the largest projects in both the UK and ROI, we know that
various stages of each project can require tiered levels of operatives and because of our diverse range of on
going projects we can accommodate this and fit neatly into your construction programme.

Sean Curran
We can provide the following
skilled workers & also consider
package works:
. Electricians
. Electrical improvers
. General Operatives
. Testing Engineers
. Data Termination
. Calibration Engineers

Contracts & Labour Manager
Sean is a time served electrician with over 20
years of hands on experience in the field. A true
professional, Sean has acted as supervisor and
projects manager on the full electrical install of
substantial projects like Kings College Hospital
London, New Waverly Edinburgh and Liverpool
University Hospital to name just a few, this
experience therefor puts Sean in a good position
to understand the needs of our clients and the type
of packages or personnel that best suit their needs.
Sean also looks after our European Projects and has
a good understanding for pricing packages along
with our estimator.

Contact Sean
sean@centum.ie
+00 44 (0) 7885 497084

ROI | +353 (0) 1568 6385

UK | +44 (0) 287 965 0888
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Paddy McKeever
Commercial Director
Paddy McKeever who is well known in GAA circles as a member of Armagh's
ground breaking All-Ireland winning SFC team of 2002 is tasked with the job
of leading the organisation through the commercial landscape. This means
overseeing development, identifying new market opportunities, determining
the optimal pricing to balance profit with customer/client satisfaction and
directing marketing operations. Paddy is responsible for establishing contracts,
pricing policies and building interpersonalrelationships with clients. Paddy is
consistently prospecting and securing new work. Paddy is also responsible for
liaising with a number of different people including the labour co-ordinators,
recruitment resourcers and financial controller. From this, Paddy can ensure
the right workforce is placed, helping to maintain quality along with health and
safety.

Contact Paddy
paddy@centum.ie
+00 44 (0) 7565 299146
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